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At the next moment, Li kuaishu suddenly turned around, and his breath of emptiness broke out without 

reservation. He rolled towards Ye Chen, his eyes bloodshot, his anger swelled and his veins leaped 

wildly. Step by step, he walked toward Ye Chen, who was ordering dishes at the front desk. Every step 

he took, the whole restaurant would shake! 

 

At this time, Li kuaishu was angry as if possessed by a demon! 

 

The whole body exudes the extreme killing intention! 

 

He roared at Ye Chen: "are you really deaf? I called you, didn't you hear me? You bastard, you live to 

order for me and bring me tea and water. How dare you ignore me? What are you still alive for? Go 

straight to death for Laozi 

 

Now, Li kuaishu, even, does not care what the sect stipulates. Although shenjizong allows life and death 

war, it does not allow Cross hospital life and death war. Otherwise, it will not sharpen the disciples, but 

kill them. 

 

The difference between different clans is heaven and earth! 

 

Now, Li kuaishu killed Ye Chen, and he must be punished. However, Li kuaishu is a distant relative of the 

five elders of shenjizong! 

 

Although the relationship is a little far away, I can still help him to suppress such a trivial matter as killing 

a servant disciple! 

 

At most, it's just symbolic punishment! 

 



Ye Chen also turned around and looked at Li kuaishu. Although Ye Chen was cruel and evil at times, he 

was not so bloodthirsty. He had killed a Wang Baoquan today and didn't want to get more bloody. 

 

Rice, it will not taste good. 

 

However, although he is not so bloodthirsty, he does not conflict with killing! 

 

Rice, can eat tomorrow! 

 

Li kuaishu, today, will die! 

 

But at this time, between Ye Chen and Li kuaishu, there was a flash of human figure. There was a young 

man with a round face and a pair of dimples. On the tray in his hand, there was a jade pot. In the jade 

pot, the rich aroma of wine was emitted, which made people in the restaurant feel energetic! 

 

But at this time, the round faced young man bowed respectfully to Li kuaishu, poured a glass of wine, 

held it up to Li kuaishu and said, "Mr. Li, calm down. This servant disciple is not a servant in the 

restaurant, but just a guest who comes to our restaurant to have dinner. However, it is also to blame 

that our service is not good, and Mr. Li has been waiting for a long time. This pot of Xuanyuan jade liquid 

will be given to him Mr. Li, as an apology. " 

 

The Xuanyuan jade liquor is the best wine in the restaurant. The price is high! 

 

At the same time, the man with round face turned his head quietly and looked at Ye Chen crazily. He 

opened his mouth and said, "come here quickly and make a mistake for the master of the outer gate." 

 

Zhou Yuanxin, named Zhou Yuanxin, is a servant disciple who works in a restaurant. Zhou Yuanxin is 

often bullied by other disciples in his daily life. However, he has always relied on his mellowness and 

perseverance, and has never suffered too much loss. 

 

He had seen them more than once, and those who refused to bow their heads and insisted on their 

pride ended up in a miserable way. 

 



Even his best friend was tortured to death by the disciples of other schools. He became a waste from a 

talent of great attention. He was disheartened and quit the sect. 

 

Therefore, he knew very well how serious it was to offend an outsider! 

 

When his good friend was bullied, how he hoped that there would be someone who would stand up and 

help his friend at that time! 

 

But all people are just silent, including himself! 

 

When he saw Ye Chen insulted by Li kuaishu, he thought of his friend! 

 

After a struggle, Zhou Yuanxin this time, do not want to be silent! 

 

Although he has been forced to smile at those outside disciples for countless times, but the pride of 

being a warrior in his heart has not completely died! 

 

Although Li Yuzhi's fear was overcome by Li's book, he was shocked by his hope! 

 

But all of a sudden, looking back at Zhou Yuanxin who is looking at Ye Chen, he feels a chill coming from 

his head 

 

The ice ran down his head and onto his face. 

 

He turned his head slightly and looked at Li kuaishu. 

 

At this time, Li kuaishu was full of sarcasm and poured the bottle of Xuanyuan jade liquid directly on 

Zhou Yuanxin's head! 

 

Zhou Yuanxin, although still holding a smile, but the shoulder, has begun to tremble slightly! 



 

Li kuaishu sneered scornfully: "would you like me to drink? Wine is good wine. Unfortunately, it stinks. 

Do you know why? " 

 

With that, his voice was cold, and he snapped, "do you want such a disgusting scumbag to have dinner 

with us in the same place? No matter how good the food and wine is, people will feel sick! " 

 

Zhou Yuanxin's pupils trembled, but at this time, the cold that kept coming, disappeared 

 

Is the wine finished? 

 

No!Someone has caught Li kuaishu's hand! 

 

This person, of course, is Ye Chen! 

 

Li kuaishu looked at Ye Chen, who suddenly appeared behind Zhou Yuanxin, and said with a cold smile, 

"with this rubbish, do you want to catch me?" 

 

In his eyes, a strong sense of killing flashed, he Li kuaishu, but half individual cultivation! He is able to 

transform half of his spiritual power into a great spiritual power! 

 

Ye Chen grabs his hand. He is so stupid that he doesn't live long enough! 

 

He was full of mental power, and a great force broke out in his arm muscles. He wanted to shake off the 

hand that ye Chen held on his wrist. Even in Li kuaishu's mind, he would break the whole hand of Ye 

Chen with his cultivation of Taixu state and the secret arts of the Li family? 

 

Even ye Chen's body, can not bear his strength, and collapse? 

 

This, can't blame him, it is Ye Chen that wants to grab his hand! 

 



But the next moment, Li kuaishu's face changed 

 

Some incredible looking at Ye Chen holding the hand of his wrist 

 

Li kuaishu stealthily glanced at them. Seeing that he was held by Ye Chen, Li kuaishu was pointing at him. 

His anger rose in his eyes and he murmured: "let me go!" 

 

At the next moment, his whole body breath roared up to the sky, and the surging spiritual power broke 

out endlessly. He turned into a huge force and gathered on his left hand. He was confident that even the 

Taixu warrior, who was two or three small levels higher than him, would never have grasped his hand! 

 

But! 

 

One thousandth of an instant later, Li kuaishu's face changed completely! 

 

And the crowd, at this time, it seems, also saw something wrong, the face of shock to look at Ye Chen! 

 

Even if Li kuaishu, under the full force explosion! 

 

Ye Chen's hand, like iron casting, is firmly clasped on Li kuaishu's wrist! 
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How could that be possible? 

 

There were many disciples in the outer courtyard, and most of them knew Li kuaishu. 

 

Although Li kuaishu's strength is very common in the courtyard, no one dares to underestimate Li 

kuaishu in terms of strength alone! 



 

But now, Li kuaishu couldn't shake off the hand of a factotum disciple? 

 

Even with the insights of those first-class talents who are well-informed and boast a high vision, they are 

totally unable to understand what happened just now! 

 

Ye Chen raised a smile and said: "what? Can't you get rid of my hand? Isn't it? It's only the mouth that 

can be called? Just now, I must be thirsty after calling for so long? You say wine, it stinks? But I think it's 

just the right wine to wash your stinky mouth 

 

Li's secret art? Semi individual cultivation? 

 

In Ye Chen's eyes, it is nothingness! 

 

Li kuaishu didn't know that he was a guest who came to the restaurant for dinner, so he mistook him as 

a servant. After someone told him his identity, he not only did not apologize to Ye Chen, but also made 

sarcasm and even insulted the people who came to fight the end of the court? 

 

Then, it's your own death! 

 

Ye Chen is now in terms of strength, even Taixu peak martial arts, may not be able to compare with him! 

 

What's more, Li kuaishu? 

 

After that, ye Chen burst out of his body with the power of breaking the sky, and the golden light flashed 

in his hand. The next moment, the silence in the tavern was broken by a loud crack of bone! 

 

"Ah, ah, ah!" 

 

Li kuaishu screamed, his face was twisted with pain. Ye Chen, it was Shengsheng who broke his wrist! 

 



Ye Chen holds Li kuaishu's broken hand, blood overflowing, his wrist moved, then with the broken hand 

still holding the bottle, toward Li kuaishu's mouth because of pain and wide open! 

 

Blood mixed with wine, suddenly poured into Li kuaishu's mouth! 

 

Ye Chen releases his hand at will, and Li kuaishu falls to the ground in a cold sweat. His eyes are full of 

fear! 

 

Li kuaishu is a semi individual cultivation and is extremely sensitive to power. 

 

The moment Ye Chen broke his wrist just now, he felt a tremendous force that seemed to lift the world 

up. He rushed out like a tsunami from ye Chen's body. In an instant, he completely defeated his mind! 

 

In his mind, now only fear, even a little revenge, resentment, do not dare to have ah! 

 

Silence! 

 

Dead silence! 

 

Everyone in the restaurant even forgot to breathe! 

 

Looking at Ye Chen with such incomparable shock! 

 

Li kuaishu, who is famous for his strength, was easily broken in front of Ye Chen just like his mother and 

a baby? 

 

It's like a bomb exploding in their minds! 

 

How terrible! 

 



Is it so easy for the factotum disciple to defeat the other disciples? 

 

Never heard of it! 

 

Ye Chen snatched the storage bag from Li kuaishu's body, turned his head and looked at Zhou Yuanxin, 

who had forgotten to wipe the wine on his head. He said, "are you ok?" 

 

For Zhou Yuanxin, ye Chen's impression is still very good. 

 

Zhou Yuanxin's strength is very common, but it's just in the early days of Taixu. However, Zhou Yuanxin 

can be regarded as the top ones in the miscellaneous service yard. 

 

However, there is still a big gap between them. 

 

Zhou Yuanxin, however, is willing to stand up for a stranger. Even though it is in the way of 

compromising and apologizing to Li kuaishu, ye Chen knows that Zhou Yuanxin has no malice towards 

him, just wants to avoid the conflict between him and Li kuaishu. 

 

After all, in Zhou Yuanxin's opinion, ye Chen of fengmenjing is 10000% and can't be Li kuaishu's 

opponent. 

 

After hearing Ye Chen's voice, Zhou Yuanxin came back to his mind. In an instant, his rosy round face 

was full of excitement! 

 

The servant disciple in front of me actually defeated the existence of the outer courtyard! 

 

Zhou Yuanxin, feeling that he was moved to cry! 

 

It's just like he stepped on Li kuaishu at his feet! 

 



For many years, the handyman disciples have been oppressed and oppressed all the time. They are not 

even the disciples of shenjizong. They are regarded as servants and servants by all people, not the 

disciples of shenjizong! 

 

No one has ever looked up to the servant disciple! 

 

But today, it's different! Today, they're in the workhouse! Finally, I lifted my eyebrows once! 

 

In the restaurant, many of the servants' disciples who were working in the restaurant looked at Ye Chen 

with the same look as Zhou Yuanxin! 

 

They have always expected that there will be an existence with the strength to defeat the disciples in 

the courtyard! 

 

Looking at the outer courtyard and even the inner courtyard disciples, they all looked at Ye Chen in 

shock. These servant disciples were extremely proud! 

 

Ye Chen is the pride of the whole courtyard!Zhou Yuanxin looked at Ye Chen with great excitement, as if 

he had seen an idol. His voice trembled and said, "I I'm fine. Hello. My name is Zhou Yuanxin. What's 

your name, young master 

 

Ye Chen light way: "Hello, my name is Ye Chen." 

 

Zhou Yuanxin glanced at the people in the restaurant. Suddenly he took Ye Chen's arm and said in a low 

voice, "brother ye, please follow me." 

 

Ye Chen looks at Zhou Yuanxin strangely, but he still follows Zhou Yuanxin and walks out of the 

restaurant. 

 

Anyway, he is not in the mood to eat now. 

 



Zhou Yuanxin took Ye Chen to a secluded place. His round face was full of dignified color and said: 

"brother ye, you'd better find a place to close down these days, and hide first!" 

 

Ye Chen eyebrow tip a pick, way: "how?" 

 

Zhou Yuanxin flashed a trace of worry in his eyes and said: "brother ye, you should have joined 

shenjizong recently? You don't know, for a long time, the outer courtyard of shenjizong has been 

oppressing the courtyard. This time you seriously injured the disciples of the outer courtyard in public, 

which means that you severely hit the outer courtyard in the face! 

 

I'm afraid the strongest top disciples in the outer courtyard will not give up! " 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flickered, which did cause him a little trouble. After pondering for a moment, he asked, 

"tell me about the situation in the shenjizong and the top disciples in the outer courtyard. What are 

their strengths?" 

 

Zhou Yuanxin said: "in this sect, the number of disciples in the miscellaneous service hall is the largest, 

with a total of 30000. Most of the strength belongs to the early stage of Taixu state, while the strength 

of the outer court is 5000. Most of their strength is in or above the middle and late stage of Taixu. There 

are 1000 inner disciples. Most of their strength is at or above the peak of Taixu. Even many people have 

the strength to cut through the adversity! 

 

Zhenzhuan disciples seldom appear in front of ordinary disciples, and we are not very clear about their 

specific strength. However, it is said that zhenzhuan disciples can match the strength of elders! " 

 

"So strong?" Ye Chen murmured a word, the essence in his eyes twinkled. His current strength is 

dangerous to the martial arts at this level. 

 

It is urgent to improve our strength! 

 

"Yuanxin, how much do you know about the magic pool of this sect?" 

 



"Magic pool?" Zhou Yuanxin frowned slightly and said, "although the cost of entering the magic pool is 

not very high, the disciples of our miscellaneous service hall seldom go there!" 

 

"Oh?" Ye Chen some unexpected way: "why?" 
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Zhou Yuanxin's eyes congealed: "because! It's no use! The magic pool is not ordinary pool water, but 

formed by the most pure Xuanyuan liquefying and gathering! 

 

Although Xuanyuan has the function of washing tendons and cutting marrow, it is not what ordinary 

martial arts can bear at all! 

 

Many servant disciples, let alone go to the pool, can't even get close to the pool! 

 

It is said that there was once a man who was a genius in the miscellaneous service hall. He did not 

believe in evil. He was extremely strong and strong with his physical body. He resisted the spirit of 

Xuanyuan and entered the pool But in the end, it ended up with a dead body! As soon as he touched the 

water, his body was burst 

 

Ye Chen appeared on the face of a smile, such a place, is not the most suitable for him? 

 

It seems that I have to go to the magic pool first. 

 

But before that, there is one more thing to do. 

 

Ye Chen asked Zhou Yuanxin, "Yuanxin, do you know where to transfer the contribution points of other 

people's tokens to their own tokens?" 

 

Zhou Yuanxin said with a smile: "this, go to Lingyuan Pavilion and handle it. I'll take you there, elder 

brother Ye." 



 

Ye Chen nodded, two people, toward the Lingyuan Pavilion. 

 

…… 

 

The Lingyuan Pavilion of shenjizong has always dealt with all kinds of affairs. However, the most 

important and frequent one is the transfer of contribution points. 

 

After all, shenjizong advocates that disciples fight with each other. Therefore, for those martial arts 

practitioners with some strength, it is easier and more convenient to fight directly than to do tasks. 

 

Therefore, there are not a few disciples who come to Lingyuan pavilion to transfer their contribution 

points! 

 

A long line has been formed before the window of transferring contribution points. 

 

Ye Chen and Zhou Yuanxin come to Lingyuan Pavilion. Looking at the team in front of him, ye Chen can't 

help but flash a surprise and ask Zhou Yuanxin, "how can there be so many people?" 

 

He knows that shenjizong is cruel and the competition is fierce, but it's a little exaggerated, isn't it? 

 

There are twenty or thirty people in this line! 

 

Zhou Yuanxin said with a wry smile: "brother ye, you have just come to our sect. You may not know that 

although the first-class forces are very powerful forces in the kingdom of God, even if they are 

miscellaneous disciples, they are respected by tens of thousands of people and enjoy incomparable 

scenery. 

 

However, there is no free lunch in the world. Although the first-class forces are powerful, the 

responsibility of the first-class forces is not small! " 

 



"The more powerful the clan is, the less valuable human life will be! Therefore, the stronger the power, 

the more fierce the competition within the clan! All people are trying their best to strengthen and 

improve themselves. Naturally, there will be no less fighting. " 

 

Ye Chen didn't speak, but in his eyes, he flashed a little thick, which made him more urgent to improve 

his strength. 

 

In such an environment, every minute and second can't be wasted! 

 

It was a middle-aged woman who helped the disciples to transfer their contribution points. Although she 

was only thirty or forty years old, she had been in charge of this work in shenjizong for thousands of 

years. 

 

Although she checked the token information carefully, she was not slow. 

 

However, even in this short period of time, there are many disciples who want to transfer their 

contribution points behind Ye Chen. 

 

As time goes by, it will be ye Chen's turn. 

 

At this time, behind Ye Chen, there were 34 people standing! 

 

At this time, outside the Lingyuan Pavilion, the voices of several men were faintly heard. 

 

"Young master Lang's martial arts talent is really invincible. Even Yu Jin, who is 30 times higher than the 

young master in the outer courtyard, has been defeated by you!" 

 

"Ha ha, that is to say, Yu ban was a little earlier than Mr. lang. otherwise, he would have been trampled 

on by Mr. Lang for a long time." 

 

"With Mr. Lang's talent, I believe that in a short time, you will become the top 100 in the outer 

courtyard." 



 

"I've heard that Yu Jin has saved a lot of contribution points, which is cheaper than Mr. Lang!" 

 

"Mr. Lang, I heard that tutor Zhang from the Academy of martial arts has been attracted to you and 

would like to take you as a disciple?" 

 

When the young men came into the pavilion, there were five disciples in their clothes. 

 

Standing in the middle of them was a young man with long brown hair and a pair of earrings made of 

the finest spiritual materials like diamonds. His features were beautiful, elegant and extraordinary. 

Among his facial features, he was full of special charm. He was tall and had long limbs. 

 

If you look at it from the earth's perspective, you can call it a beautiful man with exotic flavor. 

 

At this time, the man with a smile, silent, eyes, flowing with a very proud look. 

 

Standing next to the man, a young man with a yellowish complexion glanced at Ye Chen, who was 

standing at the front end of the team. A surprise flashed in his eyes and said: 

 

"is our God Jizong going to decline? Are you even qualified to enter the gate? " 

 

With that, he suddenly raised the volume and yelled at Ye Chen: "that boy, we are going to transfer our 

contribution point to Mr. lang. we are in a hurry. You can make room for it!" 

 

With that, he walked up directly with those men, as if ye Chen would get out of the way, and there was 

no second choice at all,Ye Chen frown, go out today, is his mother did not see the Yellow calendar? 

 

Why do you always run into these guys with brain problems? 

 

Or is it too conspicuous? 

 



It seems that we have to step into Taixu as soon as possible! 

 

Ye Chen, it's not that you can't give up your position. If you meet someone who has any special 

circumstances, you should give up your position. Ye Chen feels that it doesn't matter. 

 

However, as the saying goes, people give you affection, not to you, is duty! 

 

No one has to sacrifice himself for your convenience. 

 

Ye Chen just lightly swept that person one eye, then take back the vision, want to face that middle-aged 

woman, hand over his those tokens. 

 

The Yellow faced man saw this, his eyes flashed, and he said, "please get out of my way, don't you 

understand? Is there a problem with understanding? You have to be told to go away, so you can 

understand what it means? " 

 

Say, he is to ignore ground to want to toward Ye Chen to come up, whole body spirit strength drum, 

unexpectedly a pair is about to hand appearance! 

 

Zhou Yuanxin and others see that the pupil shrinks! 

 

This man is so overbearing! 

 

If others don't give you a place, you're going to hit people? 

 

But suddenly, the handsome young man standing in the middle of the crowd reached out and stopped 

the Yellow faced man. 

 

The handsome man looked at Ye Chen, deep into the blue eyes in the eye socket, flashed a smile, and 

said to the Yellow faced man beside him: "today, I am in a good mood, so don't see blood." 

 



What's the point of teaching a closed door with force? 

 

Now, he has overcome Yu ban and become a very popular figure in the outside world. He has begun to 

rely on his own identity and disdain to do things to such people. 

 

The power possessed by the warrior is not only force, isn't it? 

 

He said to Ye Chen faintly, but in a tone of speaking from a superior to a subordinate: "boy, you're lucky. 

I'm going to have dinner later. I don't want to smell the smell of blood. I'll ask you a question. Do you 

know who I am?" 

 

Ye Chen while preparing to transfer the procedures of contribution point, while impatiently glanced at 

the handsome man, coldly should a: "don't know." 

 

The handsome man had such a look on his face. If a servant disciple knew who he was, how dare he not 

give up his position? 

 

I guess it's going to scare my legs, so I'll just crawl away? 

 

The handsome man raised his mouth and said with a very confident smile: "my son, my name is Lang 

shaotian! Today, I just defeated the wind and thunder sword of the outer gate! Now, are you still 

reluctant to get out of the way? " 
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Those disciples who were in line behind Ye Chen, when they heard the speech, they all changed their 

faces and looked at Lang shaotian with some fear! 

 

Most of these disciples are outside disciples. They have heard of the name Lang shaotian. It is said that 

Lang shaotian came from the Lang family in Fengcheng and has great influence! 

 



It can be said that the Lang family in Fengcheng, equivalent to a hand covering the sky! 

 

And Lang shaotian, by virtue of his family power, almost directly jumped over the part of the servant 

disciple and joined the outer gate! 

 

What's more, Lang shaotian is not only dependent on family forces, but also extremely evil because of 

his talent in martial arts! Recently in the outer gate, it can be said that it is famous! 

 

The wind thunder sword Yu Jin is a very senior disciple of the outer gate. Among the outer gate, he ranks 

in the middle and upper reaches. He has practiced the wind thunder sword to a superb level. He is 

regarded as a man of some fame. However, he is defeated by Lang shaotian, who has just joined the 

outer gate for a long time! 

 

Those outside disciples who were originally cold eyed by Lang shaotian and dissatisfied with his sudden 

jump in the queue, bowed their heads one after another and did not dare to look at Lang shaotian 

again! 

 

They think that they are not Yu Jin's opponents at all! Not to mention Lang shaotian! 

 

Lang shaotian, they can't afford it! 

 

In shenjizong, strength is the truth! 

 

If you have no strength, you can only bear it and swallow your dissatisfaction into your stomach! 

 

Otherwise, what you swallow is not only dissatisfaction, but also teeth mixed with blood! 

 

Lang shaotian looks down at the people with their heads down. His smile is stronger. He is very satisfied. 

This is the attitude that these weak people should have towards themselves! 

 

Compared with the use of force, he preferred to rely on his own reputation, his prestige, let others 

yield! 



 

In this way, sometimes the effect is better than the direct use of force! 

 

Several dog legs around Lang shaotian see this, look at Lang shaotian's eyes, also more respectful! 

 

But, the next moment, Lang shaotian's smile on the face, but some solidification, looking at Ye Chen's 

eyes, also a bit cold. 

 

Ye Chen, even as if he did not hear him speak in general, continue to handle the transfer of contribution 

point procedures! 

 

Zhou Yuanxin, it's a bit urgent! 

 

Even he has heard of the reputation of being too forbidden! Even Yu Jin was defeated by Lang shaotian. 

It can be seen how terrible this man is! 

 

Although Ye Chen has defeated Li kuaishu, in the final analysis, Li kuaishu is just an existence at the 

bottom of the outer door, which can not be compared with Lang shaotian! 

 

If he doesn't feel wrong, Lang shaotian's cultivation has reached the level of eight layers of heaven! 

 

Above Taixu, every small state gap is very different! 

 

No matter how much he worships Ye Chen and how confident he is, he will not believe that ye Chen will 

be Lang shaotian's opponent. Then, it is really dangerous for ye Chen to ignore Lang shaotian like this! 

 

In Zhou Yuanxin's opinion, it's nothing to give Lang shaotian a place. Aren't there many other disciples 

who are behind Ye Chen? 

 

He hastily pulled the corner of Ye Chen's clothes 

 



However, ye Chen did not pay any attention to it, and continued to handle the procedures! 

 

A lot of people, young man? 

 

So what? 

 

Even if people all over the world bow their heads to Lang shaotian, ye Chen will not be included! 

 

Those outside disciples who lowered their heads all looked at Ye Chen with an incredible look in their 

eyes 

 

Is this servant disciple really ignorant of heaven and earth? 

 

Not yet? 

 

At this time, Lang Shao opened his mouth coldly. In his voice, he said with cold anger: "boy, are you OK 

with your ears?" Ye Chen has no reaction to his self-reported identity? This attitude, than ye Chen does 

not let the position, more infuriated him! 

 

Ye Chen face on the color of intolerance, more thick a minute, voice, but more indifferent to say: "no 

problem." 

 

"No problem?" Lang shaotian breathed all over his body and said faintly, "no problem, don't you get out 

of the way? Are you serious? Do you think your life is too long 

 

"Shaotian?" Just then, outside the door, there was another voice. People looked there, and saw a dark 

skin, gucci face, but exuded a frightening power. Behind his back, a young man with a heavy sword on 

his back came in. 

 

Lang shaotian looked at the man, and there was a glimmer of joy in his eyes, which seemed to show off. 

He raised his voice slightly and said, "elder martial brother yuan! Why are you here? " 

 



Hearing this, a group of disciples from outside the Lingyuan Pavilion were shocked to see the black 

young man with a big sword on his back. In an instant, his pupils shrank! 

 

This man is really yuan Dao! 

 

Yuan Dao, a giant spirit sword! 

 

Almost every layman will feel the name of fear and chill when he hears it! 

 

Yuan Dao, although it is also the cultivation of the eight layers of heaven of Taixu, is absolutely the top 

of the eight layers of heaven! 

 

There is no comparison with Yu Jin, a disciple in the middle and upper reaches! 

 

In addition to a few super strong, Yuan Dao is the overlord among the disciples of other schools!He 

ranks in the top 100 in the outer gate, and these tutors will also accept apprentices, but naturally, even 

if they are placed in places like shenjizong, where demons are everywhere, they can be called the kind of 

martial arts wizard with incomparable talent and incomparable terror! 

 

Almost 100% of them are accepted as disciples by their tutors and can be promoted to the inner 

courtyard! Even, the probability of becoming a true disciple will be higher! 

 

We can see how terrible yuan Dao is! 

 

Therefore, even if yuan Dao only ranks 53 in the outer gate, even if he is a few higher than him, or even 

more than a dozen or so, he should be given three points of face! 

 

Yuan Dao, can be said to be one of the giants outside the door! 

 

Ordinary disciples of other schools should bow their heads when they see them. They dare not offend 

them! 

 



Does Lang shaotian know yuan Dao? 

 

Originally, Lang shaotian just gave them some pressure. Although he bowed his head, he was not so 

afraid! 

 

Now, is really afraid of ah!!! 

 

Is this Lang shaotian, really, to be admitted by tutor Zhang? 

 

Originally, there are several other disciples who do not want to bow their heads and look at each other 

coldly! 

 

Yuan Dao looked at Lang shaotian and said with a smile, "shaotian, I heard you just now, as if you were 

arguing about something? What's up? Do you want me to solve it for you? " 

 

Said he glanced at Ye Chen, who was going through the formalities. 

 

He and Lang shaotian had known each other since they were in Fengcheng. Although yuan Dao himself 

was extremely gifted in martial arts, he was still above Lang shaotian, but the yuan family was just a 

small family in Fengcheng, which could not be compared with Lang family. In order to get on with Lang 

family, Yuan Dao took good care of Lang shaotian in shenjizong and even introduced him to himself The 

master. 

 

The relationship between the yuan family and the Lang family has become closer to each other. It can be 

said that the status of the yuan family in Fengcheng has been promoted as fast as a rocket. Even 

recently, it is possible to upgrade their ranks! 
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Yuan Dao tasted the benefits, and naturally he wanted to enhance feelings with Lang shaotian. Although 

he was rough in appearance, he was a smart man inside. He knew that no matter how talented and evil 



he was, he had not fully grown up. The power behind him was still very important to him and could 

provide a lot of help. 

 

And what conflicts with Lang shaotian is probably this sealed door? Dealing with such people is almost 

as easy as breathing. It is a good opportunity for Lang shaotian to sell his favor. 

 

Lang shaotian said with a faint smile: "it's just a sealed door. Where do you need brother yuan to do it?" 

 

Yuan Dao said with a smile: "no harm!" 

 

Say, stride toward Ye Chen to go. 

 

Soon, Yuan Dao came to Ye Chen's side. First, he looked up and down at Ye Chen for a while, and then 

there was no doubt about it. In a commanding tone, he said coldly: 

 

"fengmenjing can also come to Lingyuan Pavilion and transfer contribution points? Our God is extremely 

religious. At least it is a first-class sect? Will someone lose to a seal? Impossible? 

 

Even if they are laborers, they should kill such rubbish in seconds? You won't be able to earn 

contribution points. You want to forge some tokens to fish in troubled waters? I've seen a few of these 

idiots. Don't waste your time. Give all your tokens! I want to check it 

 

With that, Yuan Dao held out his hand directly to Ye Chen! 

 

He grinned. When the token arrived in his hand, it would not have been handed in. Since ye Chen 

refused to let him take the position? Then, by the way, grab his token together, so that he has nothing at 

all and can be transferred? 

 

As for ye Chen's refusal? 

 

Yuan Dao, never thought about it! 

 



Who is he? 

 

Yuan Dao, a giant spirit sword! Even if the person standing in front of him is a layman, he dare not refute 

his face, right? 

 

As for ye Chen? The factotum disciple of fengmenjing is the bottom of the bottom! 

 

Don't let Ye Chen kneel down to hand over the token and apologize to Lang shaotian. It's his yuan Dao 

house's benevolence! 

 

At this time, Zhou Yuanxin looked at Yuan Dao beside him, almost trembling! Yuan Dao's fierce and 

savage breath almost scared him out of his courage. Just standing near him, he felt enormous pressure! 

 

Can't help but look at Ye Chen desperately! 

 

For Shangyuan Island, even if ye Chen is evil again, he can be as good as ye Chen. Ten of them are not 

enough for yuan Dao to kill with one sword? 

 

Can ye Chen face of the color of intolerance, but finally turned into anger! Can't bear it! 

 

"None of your business?" 

 

He turned his head abruptly, facing yuan Dao, who was standing a few steps away, he yelled: "are you 

fuckin 'free?" 

 

When ye Chen was working, he always didn't like to be disturbed by others. He kept dealing with Lang 

shaotian, just to let him stop for a while. As a result, these people had to push their noses and face? 

 

What's going on today! 

 

Who did he offend when he entered the shenjizong? 



 

It's just that the cultivation is a little lower, and it's just a chore! 

 

As for that? 

 

Ye Chen finally felt how low the status of the miscellaneous servants in the God Jizong! 

 

However, although yuan Dao is strong, it is comparable with the nameless peak in the forbidden spirit 

state! 

 

Of course he is not afraid! What's more, the other side has no spirit forbidden body! 

 

As soon as the voice fell, the whole Lingyuan Pavilion seemed to be trapped in ice, completely silent, and 

the air became extremely cold! 

 

Zhou Yuanxin is even more pale and desperate. It's over! 

 

Now, it's really over! Don't say ye Chen refused! It's all direct abuse and insult! Don't say it's yuan Dao. 

It's impossible for any other disciple to bear it. Do you want to stop dying? 

 

Ye Chen, this is really a disaster! Originally, I wanted to hide from the limelight. How can I directly hit the 

iron plate before I close it? 

 

Zhou Yuanxin, who has already regarded Ye Chen as his idol, naturally hopes that ye Chen can live on 

and become the hope of the whole courtyard, and lead the rise of the courtyard, so that its disciples will 

not be discriminated against and bullied by others! 

 

This is not only because of Ye Chen's strength, but also because of Ye Chen's character! 

 

Ye Chen's pride, ye Chen's principle and heavy love character, all deeply moved him! 

 



The first one is worthy of respect! 

 

It is not like Wang Baoquan who bullies his own people to hide his inferiority complex! 

 

When Yuan Dao heard the speech, his face was stiff, and his anger rose in an instant. His head was full of 

disorderly hair, and his head was full of disorderly hair! 

 

He didn't think of it. He really didn't think of it! He regretted that he should be kind to a trash! 

 

Waste, do not know how to be grateful! 

 

From the beginning, you should crush Ye Chen into nothingness. It's better to kill a servant disciple and 

be punished. It's better than letting a wild dog insult you! 

 

At the time when people were shocked by Yuan Dao's extreme terror, they all turned around and even 

fled Lingyuan Pavilion, fearing that the aftershock of his hand would affect him, and Yuan Dao's hand 

had already grasped the handle of the Epee behind him.Outside the Lingyuan Pavilion, came a strong, 

slightly vicissitudes of life man's voice. 

 

"Lang shaotian, I heard you defeated Yu Jin?" 

 

A middle-aged man, dressed in a black Confucian robe, with three strands of long beards, eyebrows on 

the temples, sharp eyes, deep sunken cheeks, and a feather fan in hand, he looks rather thin, but his 

movements give people a kind of extremely strong prestige. With a strange sense of strength, he enters 

Lingyuan Pavilion. 

 

Those who originally planned to flee in all directions stopped the middle-aged man in an instant! 

 

All the people in Lingyuan Pavilion, including yuan Dao and Lang shaotian, looked surprised. Even yuan 

Dao, who had already reached for the sword handle, put his hands down. 

 



After a brief silence, the crowd saluted the middle-aged man in Confucian robes with great respect and 

said, "I've met tutor Zhang!" 

 

"Tutor Zhang, you are here!" 

 

"To my tutor!" 

 

Yuan Dao called out directly: "master!" 

 

Most of the people in Lingyuan Pavilion saluted the middle-aged man respectfully, including the 

extremely arrogant Lang shaotian and Yuan Dao. In front of the middle-aged man, they all seemed to be 

extremely polite scholars! 

 

This man is tutor Zhang of waimen martial arts academy! 

 

For the outside disciples who can hardly see the leader and the elder, these tutors are their own god! 

Sometimes, for these disciples, the status of the tutor in their hearts is even higher than that of the 

elder! 

 

Why? 

 

The elder is powerful, but for the outside disciples, even if you have some relationship with the elder, 

they almost don't care about your affairs because of their status! 

 

But tutor, it's different! 

 

He can provide you with a lot of help! 

 

If you don't say anything else, just lift the inner door! 

 

Basically, it is assessed by tutors! 



 

It's easy to make friends with my tutor! 

 

The teacher, for them, is a god like existence! 

 

And such existence, unexpectedly, took the initiative to talk to Lang shaotian? It seems that you are still 

looking for Lang shaotian? There's something to praise? 

 

People took a deep look at Lang shaotian. He was so terrible! They can't afford it! 

 

Not everyone can make friends with Yuan Dao and get the favor of his tutor! 

 

Ye Chen looks at Zhang tutor, also is the vision tiny flash, this person's strength, how strong! 

 

Even ye Chen can't feel its specific state! 

 

At this time, the most ecstatic Lingyuan Pavilion will belong to Lang shaotian! 

 

His face was red and he said to teacher Zhang respectfully, "yes! Thank you, tutor. I really beat Yu Jin! " 

 

At this time, Lang shaotian almost wants to look up at the sky and laugh. From now on, there are not 

many people in the outer gate. Dare you disrespect him? His favorite reputation, prestige, must be 

completely raised? 

 

But it's not over! 

 

Tutor Zhang nodded and said again: "well, it's not bad. I came to you this time to tell you to keep 

working hard. If you keep this momentum, you will be qualified to enter my door soon." 

Chapter 2516 

 



 

 

Quiet 

 

Very quiet 

 

Almost all the other disciples looked at Lang shaotian with envy, and the awe in their eyes was twice as 

strong! 

 

This almost confirms the identity of Lang shaotian! 

 

After Lang shaotian, in the outside door, it will certainly be a strong rise! 

 

With the words of tutor Zhang, even the strongest one among the several outer doors will not offend 

Lang shaotian easily! 

 

This sentence of tutor Zhang is almost equal to the talisman of the outside door! 

 

But originally already extremely excited Lang shaotian, now, is simply going crazy! 

 

The whole person, was hit by happiness dizzy! 

 

It's like a beggar who suddenly won billions of lottery tickets! 

 

It's like going to heaven! 

 

If it wasn't for tutor Zhang, he would have jumped up and cheered! 

 

Lang shaotian suppressed his joy to avoid losing his temper. He saluted to tutor Zhang with a smile on 

his face and said, "master, I have ordered a table of banquet in Tianxiang pavilion to celebrate. Please 



wait a moment. After I finish the procedure of transferring contribution point, please go to Tianxiang 

pavilion with my younger generation for dinner?" 

 

Zhang tutor hears speech, nodded slightly. 

 

Lang shaotian's joy is stronger, and he cast a very provocative look to Ye Chen! 

 

Anyone can see the meaning in Lang shaotian's eyes! 

 

I would like to see you, let the position! 

 

Anyone, they all shook their heads. They knew that no matter how crazy and brainless the factotum 

disciple was, he couldn't be reckless in front of tutor Zhang, right? 

 

And Zhou Yuanxin, is a little relieved, if ye Chen now let the position, maybe, nothing! 

 

Tutor Zhang slightly glanced at Ye Chen, and naturally knew what had happened. However, he did not 

stop him, but acquiesced. 

 

Lang shaotian can almost be regarded as his disciple. In his capacity, although he will not interfere in the 

dispute between students, he will still be more or less partial to his own disciples. Such a small matter as 

queue jumping is nothing. If a servant disciple does not know how to die, he will die. 

 

Shenjizong is a place where the weak eat the strong. 

 

Can, at the same time that everyone thought that ye Chen would get out of the way and give in! 

 

Ye Chen took a breath and handed the completed form and the token to the middle-aged woman 

behind the window and said, "all these contribution points are transferred to Ye Chen's token." 

 



Ye Chen! He turned a blind eye to Lang shaotian's eyes, even as if he didn't know the arrival of tutor 

Zhang. Naturally, he handed out the token to the middle-aged woman! 

 

The chin of those disciples in the outer courtyard will fall to the ground! 

 

Ye Chen is pale, just like he said, no matter who comes, even if you Lang shaotian, can let the whole 

world bow, also does not include him! 

 

Lang shaotian's original extremely arrogant, arrogant expression, instantly burst! By the towering anger, 

burned into nothingness! The original red face, turned into a piece of iron green, even the handsome 

appearance, have become in anger, constantly distorted, appear incomparably ferocious up! 

 

Teacher Zhang is going to take himself as his disciple. He is going to be one of the most untouchable 

people in the outer gate. He is a waste of sealing the door, or is he not willing to bow down to him? 

 

What's more, is it still when tutor Zhang is standing by his side? 

 

He even doubted, how did ye Chen live till now? 

 

It's not just Lang shaotian. There is no one in Lingyuan Pavilion who is shocked by Ye Chen's ignorance of 

life and death! 

 

Even the middle-aged woman in Lingyuan Pavilion who handled the transfer of contribution point 

procedures for thousands of years was shocked by Ye Chen! 

 

She has been here for thousands of years. She has seen a lot of disputes, big and small, but she has 

never seen such a crazy, reckless and arrogant disciple like Ye Chen! 

 

There are those who ignore the outer disciples, some ignore the strong ones, but none of them even the 

tutors ignore them! 

 

Lang shaotian's eyes are red, and he is almost possessed by the devil! 



 

"You! Here it is! Old! Son! Death 

 

Lang shaotian roared one word at a time. The sound reverberated wildly in Lingyuan Pavilion. The sound 

alone made Zhou Yuanxin bleed and lay on the ground with his head in his arms! 

 

But Lang shaotian's whole person turned into a faint invisible shadow. He shot at Ye Chen at the speed 

of lightning. In a blink of an eye, he appeared on the side of Ye Chen! 

 

His whole body was full of spiritual power, and he pointed it into a sword. At the edge of his palm, the 

extremely strong spiritual power gathered wildly and almost turned into substance, forming a faint light 

that twinkled with cold light. When he moved his arm and took a breath of one thousandth of a breath, 

he had already taken his hand and cut him hard at Ye Chen's neck! 

 

From Lang shaotian's furious attack, he bullies Ye Chen's side, his spiritual power condenses, and his 

sword is smashed. The whole process is completed in a blink of an eye! 

 

This Lang shaotian is really terrible! It's not like Li kuaishu!Even tutor Zhang looked at his hand with 

admiration. 

 

This is a beautiful blow! 

 

Although there is no use of weapons, but also tends to be perfect, there is more than enough to deal 

with a seal! 

 

Even ye Chen himself is a pupil contraction, slightly frightened, he is somewhat careless, underestimated 

Lang shaotian's speed, now want to hide, has some time. 

 

However, it doesn't matter, because ye Chen doesn't need to hide! 

 

Just at the moment when Lang shaotian's sword was about to be cut into Ye Chen, bursts of white fog 

burst out of Ye Chen's body! 



 

And his flesh and bones, in this white fog, dissipated! 

 

With a loud bang, Lang shaotian's sword blows through the white fog of Ye Chen's illusion and cuts it on 

the ground behind him. The defense array in Lingyuan Pavilion sends out a burst of blue light. Although 

it resists the power of Lang shaotian's attack, the Qingguang is also slightly shaken. It can be seen how 

terrible his attack is! 

 

However, more to everyone's surprise, ye Chen this hand atomization magic power! 

 

It's weird, isn't it!? 

 

Lang shaotian also changed his face. However, he did not have too much pressure. He had heard that 

although he could resist most physical attacks, it was not all of them, right? 

 

His mouth, raised a trace of sneer, this is the closure of waste arrogant dependence, capital? 

 

Ridiculous! 

 

Even if his attack is only 1% powerful and can be transmitted to Ye Chen's noumenon, Lang shaotian is 

confident that he will heap this waste directly with his damage! 

 

When Lang shaotian is ready to turn around and cut out a sword 

 

Behind him, a faint man's voice rang out: "do you want me to die? You don't deserve it 

 

Lang shaotian's face changed slightly. Behind him, there was a faint breath that made him feel 

dangerous! 

 

Ye Chen does not dare to keep his hands, and runs with all his strength! 

 



Even on the sword body gushed the green lotus demon fire! 

 

Green lotus demon fire actually strengthened this sword! 

 

"The sixth sword! Spirit and devil kill Heaven Sword 

 

The next moment, a flash of gold, like a sword made of inferior jade wrapped in endless flame, then in 

Lang shaotian's eyes, quickly enlarged! 

 

"How could it be?" 

 

Feeling the tremendous force of the mountain, Lang shaotian can not keep calm completely! 

 

Now it's too late to take out weapons and use martial arts to resist! 

 

He roared, and his hands gathered together. Two dark mansions wrapped his two palms completely and 

went to meet the green lotus sky destroying sword! 

 

At the same time, the ancient level of body protection tools, the light is bright! 

 

There was a big bang, and the blood light suddenly appeared! 

 

Accompanied by the blood light, there is also Lang shaotian's body flying backwards! The speed of his 

flying out was even faster than that of his rushing to Ye Chen. In an instant, with strong inertia, he 

directly hit the wall of Lingyuan Pavilion. In the twinkling of blue light, Lingyuan Pavilion shook slightly! 

 

At this time, his whole body collapsed, and his whole body collapsed! 

 

A lot of other disciples are stupid 

 



Zhou Yuanxin is stupid 

 

Yuan Dao is stupid 

 

Even tutor Zhang is a bit silly 

 

His face was ruddy and his body was shaking! The pupil is full of excitement and accident! 

 

It's not because of Ye Chen's performance, but just now ye Chen's sword is the spirit devil killing Heaven 

Sword of six sword gods! 

 

But now he can have this achievement completely thanks to the guidance of the six sword gods! 

 

More importantly, the sword of the six sword gods will not be passed on to others! 

 

It will only be passed on to his approved disciples! 

 

And this servant disciple is actually a disciple of the famous sword God in the kingdom of God! 

 

How can he not be excited! 

Chapter 2517 

 

 

 

However, none of them noticed Zhang's expression. 

 

Their eyes are all focused on Lang shaotian! Why is Lang shaotian seriously injured and dying? 

 

Ye Chen, should have only one move? 



 

What was the great pure power that they had faintly felt just now, which made their souls tremble? 

 

Countless questions emerge in people's minds 

 

Indeed, Lang shaotian is a little light on the enemy, careless, but even so, no one thinks Ye Chen can win! 

 

Let alone, it is a move to win!!! 

 

Here, it's a god extreme sect! There is never a lack of talent for leapfrogging! 

 

However, leapfrog fighting refers to fighting outside the shenjizong, not within shenjizong! 

 

The demons who can enter shenjizong have almost reached the peak level of this realm! 

 

And Lang shaotian, or one of the best! 

 

Can, such a strong person, but be ye Chen, one shot second kill? 

 

What realm is Ye Chen? 

 

Five days or even close to six days? 

 

How many layers of state are there? 

 

It's so many layers that you can't get over it??? 

 

Still in shenjizong! 

 



If someone told them such a thing, he would not help but slap each other in the face! 

 

There must be a limit to nonsense, right? 

 

But this is almost impossible, simply unable to understand, like a dream like things, happened in front of 

their eyes! 

 

It's so shocking that the soul will explode 

 

In this stillness, ye Chen seemed not to care. He carried the green lotus sword on his shoulder. He 

turned his head and said to the middle-aged woman who was stunned and petrified: "Hello, can you 

help me transfer my contribution point?" 

 

It seems that he has underestimated his own strength. He thought that in the face of such a level of 

martial arts, he can only be invincible, and may not be able to win 

 

However, this is because after the war with lingjiuxiao, he subconsciously refers to the demons with the 

highest god body level 

 

Can, even if is the God extremely Zong, also cannot be full of this kind of abnormal! 

 

Otherwise, the supreme body will not be called the supreme body! 

 

Of course, he was able to defeat Lang shaotian in an instant because of his carelessness and the 

strangeness of his atomizing magic power. 

 

The middle-aged woman came to her senses and began to deal with her work 

 

But in her heart, it's just the earth shaking! 

 

Even, faint feeling, God extreme sect is about to change the sky! 



 

A new era is coming! 

 

At this time, Yuan Dao also sobered up. He took a dignified look at Lang shaotian, who was lying on the 

ground. In his eyes, his intention of killing and fighting was rising! 

 

Lang shaotian is not so strong in Yuan Dao's eyes, but he is not weak either 

 

Otherwise, even if he recommends it, it is impossible for him to take a fancy to him. 

 

Can Lang shaotian, but in Ye Chen's hand, can't even support a blow? 

 

This! Enough for yuan Dao to pay attention to! 

 

At the same time, for ye Chen's martial arts talent, is also slightly shocked! 

 

Now he finally understood why Ye Chen could enter the shenjizong with fengmenjing cultivation 

 

However, this is not good news for yuan Dao 

 

Yuan Dao glanced at tutor Zhang with the light from the corner of his eyes, and his pupils shrank! Cold in 

my eyes! 

 

As he expected! 

 

At this time, tutor Zhang, a pair of fierce eagle eyes, in addition to shock, there is a touch of excitement! 

 

In his opinion, even if he had seen countless demons and had high vision, he was attracted by Ye Chen! 

 



Indeed, it's too hard to be attracted to a demon who can jump over such levels 

 

Yuan Dao's eyes are sharp. You can't let tutor Zhang take a fancy to this factotum! 

 

When Lang shaotian became a disciple of tutor Zhang, Yuan Dao didn't worry because he knew very well 

that his talent was much better than Lang shaotian, and Lang shaotian would not shake his position in 

the heart of tutor Zhang. 

 

But ye Chen, it's different! 

 

If ye Chen becomes a disciple of tutor Zhang, then tutor Zhang will try his best to cultivate Ye Chen! 

 

This is not what yuan Dao wants to see! 

 

Yuan Dao turned his eyes to Ye Chen and said in a deep voice: "shaotian, he is impulsive at the moment, 

but you won't be so cruel. Will you beat him like this? 

 

This, however, will affect his cultivation foundation? We are all brothers of a clan. Are you going too far? 

" 

 

Ye Chen coldly glanced at Yuan Island, and was too lazy to pay attention to it. 

 

Lang shaotian started this matter. Even if he died, he deserved it! 

 

Impulsive? 

 

Lang shaotian's sword must be killed. If he really kills an ordinary servant disciple, he will be seriously 

injured even if he doesn't die in the middle of Taixu!I didn't kill him. It's cheap. 

 

A master brother of the clan? 



 

At this time, the contribution point has been transferred, and the middle-aged woman handed over Ye 

Chen's token. 

 

Ye Chen takes the token and prepares to leave with Zhou Yuanxin. 

 

But as soon as he turned around, Yuan Dao's body blocked his way! 

 

Yuan Dao stares at Ye Chen with no intention of yielding. His voice is extremely cold and says: "go to 

make amends to shaotian, apologize, and take your contribution as compensation to him. If it is over, I 

will make you regret, and I will regret it." 

 

Yuan Dao did this because he knew clearly that tutor Zhang accepted his disciples. The first thing he 

valued most was the spirit of the warrior! 

 

As a warrior, you must be proud! 

 

If you are not proud, how can you survive in this jungle law, an extremely cruel world? 

 

Will only be bullied, squeezed, slaughtered to nothing? 

 

If ye Chen now, to Lang shaotian apologized, no matter how good his aptitude, Zhang tutor will not like 

him again! 

 

On the other hand, Lang shaotian is seriously injured in front of him. He can't turn a blind eye to it! 

 

He is a great spirit sword yuan Dao! 

 

If his friend was hurt by a servant disciple in front of him, but he was indifferent, would his face be lost? 

 



What's more, his yuan family had to rely on the influence of the Lang family! 

 

Ye Chen sneered and held out a finger, pointing to Lang shaotian, who looked like a pool of mud: "he 

said he wanted to let me die. What happened?" 

 

"But, I can tell you, he was lucky." 

 

"You want me to regret it?" 

 

"I can assure you that man's luck is limited. Luck will not come twice in a row, and you will never be as 

lucky as he is!" 

 

"Regret is to regret, but regret the person, it is you, not me!" 

 

"I'll only give you one chance. Go away." 

 

Even though people have been used to Ye Chen's madness, they have publicized 

 

But when they heard this, they still widened their eyes. If we say that Lang shaotian is awe inspiring, it is 

because of his potential, because he is favored by tutor Zhang 

 

Yuan Dao, then, was thoroughly subdued by its strength! 

Chapter 2518 

 

 

 

Yuan Dao and Lang shaotian, it can be said that ye Chen killed Lang shaotian every day and earth. It 

looks extremely against the sky, but it is hopeless and reckless to go to Yuan Dao! 

 



Even, many people have found that tutor Zhang obviously takes a fancy to Ye Chen. Even if he doesn't 

apologize to Lang shaotian, there will be a more smooth solution. Even if he doesn't apologize to Lang 

shaotian, there will be a more smooth solution. Even if he doesn't apologize to Lang shaotian, there will 

be a more smooth solution. Even if he doesn't apologize to Lang shaotian, there will be even more 

smooth solutions. Even if he doesn '! 

 

Can ye Chen, but choose to face hard shoulder! 

 

People shake their heads, proud, is very good, but proud is also skilled, ye Chen's proud, stupid 

 

No matter what kind of world you are in, it's not good to only practice martial arts. You must have 

certain social skills and adaptability, otherwise, it's hard to have a chance to rise! 

 

Ye Chen clearly has a chance to ascend the sky step by step, but he has made the worst, the most stupid 

choice! 

 

Yuan Dao mouth a trace of sneer, he is waiting for this sentence! 

 

Well, today, ye Chen is doomed to die under his giant spirit sword! 

 

"Ha ha ha ha ha!" Yuan Dao laughed wildly and pulled out the giant spirit sword behind him. On the 

sword body, there was a savage and evil spirit in an instant! 

 

Yuan Dao's eyes narrowed slightly, flashing a sinister light: "give me a chance? I have said that many 

people have the opportunity to 

 

"And then, they all died!" 

 

A roar was heard from Yuan Dao's body. His body was lifted up in an instant. His muscles were bulging, 

and his surface was shining with bronze luster. His hand holding the sword behind him was ferocious, 

and his whole body's spiritual power gushed out with a ferocious spirit. 

 



Just because of the breath, many of the disciples of the outer gate retreated wildly and looked pale. If 

yuan Dao had not put all his strength into the sword holding hand, they would have been injured! 

 

What a horror! 

 

When Yuan Dao was about to make a move, a figure suddenly blocked him! 

 

It's tutor Zhang! 

 

"Yuandao, step back!" 

 

"Apologize to this person." 

 

Simple a few words, instant let all people confused! 

 

Even ye Chen is a little unclear. 

 

How could this tutor speak for himself? 

 

How could it be! 

 

I have offended tutor Zhang! 

 

At the moment, Yuan Dao's anger is burning more and more! 

 

In his opinion, tutor Zhang has already begun to take sides with the servant disciple! 

 

There is no chance of your own! 

 



He even apologized! 

 

As a warrior, he has his pride. He would rather die than apologize to such a mole ant! 

 

The next moment, Yuan Dao roared: "tutor Zhang, you are the teacher, you can't interfere in our 

affairs!" 

 

"Otherwise, you can't afford this price, tutor!" 

 

Zhang's face sank slightly, and Yuan Dao was right. 

 

Although Ye Chen is very likely to be a disciple of the six sword gods, if he forcibly interferes with his 

disciples, he will violate the clan rules. 

 

But since it is related to the six sword gods! 

 

No matter what the price, he is willing to bear! 

 

He stepped out one step: "Yuan Dao, if you start, I will do anything to you, even if it violates the rules!" 

 

In an instant, everyone's expression was strange. 

 

Even tutor Zhang is willing to start with talented players for the sake of a factotum disciple? 

 

Even ignoring the rules! 

 

Is this factotum disciple really so important? 

 

At the moment, Yuan Dao's anger is burning! Furious! 



 

He stares at tutor Zhang and can only suppress his anger. As soon as he is ready to leave, a indifferent 

voice suddenly rings out! 

 

From ye Chen! 

 

"I can deal with the affairs of the disciples. I don't need my tutor to intervene." 

 

"What's more, if I don't do it today, I'm afraid that some people in the clan will find trouble every day." 

 

"I like quietness." 

 

Although he believed in Ye Chen, he still said, "the strength of Yuan Dao..." 

 

Ye Chen directly interrupted: "no need to say more, I Ye Chen, do not fear anyone." 

 

Tutor Zhang shook his head helplessly and stepped back. 

 

If ye Chen is really in danger of life, he will still make a move! 

 

At the moment, the crowd dispersed, leaving the middle position for ye Chen and Yuan Dao! 

 

Yuan Dao smile, smile extremely ferocious! 

 

"Little beast, since you want to die so much, I will help you today!" 

 

In the next second, the huge sword behind him was pulled out completely. The evil spirit was rolling on 

the sword. From time to time, ghosts flashed on it. This Epee sword devoured the souls of many 

talented warriors! 

 



At the moment of Yuan Dao's drawing out his sword, a very tall and powerful man with a huge sword in 

his hand appeared behind yuan Dao. When a group of disciples of other schools saw the shadow, they 

felt a sense of worship at the same time! 

 

"Behead the giant spirit!" 

 

Yuan Dao gave a big drink, as if he had put all his strength into the hand of the giant sword. He chopped 

the most powerful sword towards Ye Chen!And the shadow behind yuan Dao is also accompanied by 

Yuan Dao's action! 

 

The crazy sword spirit gathers and condenses into a gray sword shadow and the white light cut by the 

virtual shadow of God behind yuan Dao. It is like the God brings out the sword with anger. It is majestic 

and contains the ability to create the world! 

 

In the void, there is a sound of breaking. The space is extremely stable. Where the sword light passes, 

there are cracks in the road. The protective array of Lingyuan Pavilion is also full of light! 

 

Yuan Dao after the hand, slightly gasping, but his eyes is excited and happy! 

 

The sword that he cut just now, no matter its meaning, strength, hand and so on, has reached the peak 

that he can reach now! 

 

Vaguely, his great spirit sword attainments have made breakthroughs! 

 

It can be said that it is almost the strongest sword he has ever made! 

 

Even at present, he has the confidence to kill the mountain! 

 

Even tutor Zhang witnessed yuan Dao's move, and there was a flash of light in his eyes! 

 

Amazing light! 

 



What a beautiful sword! 

 

Ju Ling Jian was taught to Yuan Dao by him. It is a powerful martial art! 

 

However, how difficult it is to cultivate the Juling sword, Master Zhang is also very clear. There are 

countless talents in the shenjizong sect, but in history, there are no more than 100 external disciples 

who can practice it! 

 

But yuan Dao has not practiced it, but has cultivated this extremely obscure and hard to practice giant 

spirit sword to a great level! 

 

However, tutor Zhang could see clearly that Yuan Dao's sword had just been made. The sword's 

meaning was faint, and there were still signs to break through? 

 

Break through again, can be satisfactory! 

 

Yuan Dao is no more than 100 years old this year! Is it time to cultivate this giant spirit sword to a 

perfect level? 

 

In the history of shenjizong, there are only a few of them! 

 

Its martial arts talent, really terrible! 

 

Even when ye Chen looks at the sword cut by Yuan Dao, his eyes are dignified. This sword is really 

terrible! 

 

Even, they are beyond the limit of each other! 

 

Even the warrior of Taixu seven layers of heaven will be killed by such a sword! 

 



Ye Chen did not dare to take it lightly. He held the green lotus sword to kill the sky. He was tall and full 

of breath. He had a faint blue flame. Countless purple and gold lines appeared on his body surface, 

which flashed over his skin. All kinds of true spirit and virtual shadow guarded the void behind Ye Chen! 

 

"Nine heaven kill God sword, cut heaven one sword in one!" 

 

Ye Chen murmured, his whole body glittered with gold, and the power of breaking the sky swept out. He 

held the green lotus sword to kill the sky, and cut it hard towards the gray and white sword! 

 

This is the first time ye Chen tried to combine the two swords! 

 

It's also his limit! 

 

He can't use the six swords in one! But this sword should be enough! 

 

Everyone's pupil shrinks, this sword is the sword of instant defeated Lang shaotian! 

 

And stronger! 

 

But Zhang tutor is extremely excited! 

 

Sure enough, this is the combination of the first sword and the sixth sword! 

 

Ye Chen must be a true disciple of fengqingyang! 

 

Zhenzhuan disciple! 

 

In terms of seniority, I would like to call ye Chen a senior brother! 
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However, soon, tutor Zhang shook his head slightly, and a trace of regret flashed through his eyes. 

 

Although Ye Chen has learned the meaning of the six swords, his cultivation is too low to give full play to 

its full power! 

 

If the sky is too empty, Yuan Dao will surely die! 

 

What's more, the sword used by Ye Chen doesn't have any grade! 

 

How to win? 

 

Ye Chen's sword is really strong. It's terrifying, whether it's the sword's meaning or its strength! 

 

However, he was very clear in his heart that the power of Ye Chen's sword was worse than yuan Dao's 

giant spirit chop! 

 

It's a pity that ye Chen has chosen the hard way! 

 

This can only show that ye Chen doesn't even have the vision and feeling to measure the power of the 

opponent's attack! 

 

If he stood in the position of Ye Chen, he would surely use the atomization magic power to revolve with 

Yuan Dao first, and then find the flaw and then make a move! 

 

Not like Ye Chen, although simple and direct, but also very reckless! 

 

In his opinion, ye Chen has been defeated, a move to defeat, a move to defeat! 

 



As far as his experience is concerned, ye Chen, who can't hold on to ten moves at most, will die under 

yuan Dao's giant spirit sword! 

 

In that case, he's ready to go! 

 

At this time, Yuan Dao, the corner of his mouth floating a sneer, he knew that he had won! 

 

He can clearly feel that ye Chen's sword is not as good as his own! 

 

This son of a bitch, it's over! 

 

Ye Chen, however, is constantly flashing his eyes, I don't know what he is thinking 

 

The distance between Qinglian mietian sword and the gray sword was only one tenth of an inch. Yuan 

Dao's face had already revealed the joy of victory. Zhou Yuanxin was pale and bloodless. When tutor 

Zhang was ready to go 

 

Time, as if in an instant still! 

 

A strange force suddenly burst out on the tip of Qinglian mietian sword! 

 

At the next moment, ye Chen's incomparable surging power and the most terrible sword idea actually 

began to condense towards the sword tip! Crazy cohesion! 

 

Endless flame out! 

 

This is the power of green lotus demon fire! 

 

Yuan Dao's joy disappeared 

 



Zhang's regret also turned into a shock! 

 

In a flash, the sword of Qinglian mietian sword and the sword of Juling finally collide, just like two worlds 

pounding each other! 

 

There was a big bang, and the powerful energy radiated around. The disciples of other schools were 

shocked by the aftershocks, and they vomited blood and fell to the ground one after another! 

 

But before they fell to the ground, the corner of their eyes, but a glimpse of a figure, still moving! 

 

Still rushing towards yuan island! 

 

Ye Chen's sword, unexpectedly, chopped the giant spirit that seemed to be able to create a new world 

and completely disappeared! 

 

And this sword is not over yet! 

 

"No!!! I can't die here 

 

Yuan Dao roared, his eyes full of blood, all crazy and frightened color! 

 

He regretted it! I really regret it! 

 

If you give him another chance to choose, he will never provoke Ye Chen! 

 

At this time, Yuan Dao reluctantly waved the huge sword in his hand, intending to resist it, but could it 

be stopped? 

 

A burst of blood mist exploded in Lingyuan Pavilion 

 



Outside gate 53, giant spirit sword yuan Dao, die! 

 

Ye Chen's long sword clubbed on the ground, covered with blood and broken muscles, looked extremely 

miserable 

 

Yuan Dao's sword was really terrible. Even if he killed it, he suffered a lot of damage 

 

But, this battle, win is he Ye Chen! 

 

At this time, tutor Zhang's eyes suddenly opened and couldn't believe staring at the bloody figure 

 

Yuan Dao, his most proud disciple, died like this? 

 

And died in the hands of fengmenjing factotum? 

 

Is the unique knowledge of the wind so terrible!!! 

 

And Lingyuan Pavilion, also completely into the abyss of tranquility, that a group of outside disciples, 

look at Ye Chen's look, is not what shock, horror, but a fear from the depths of the soul! 

 

Ye Chen is a little too abnormal! 

 

In order to seal the door realm, kill Lang shaotian with one move! Even yuan Dao, the 53rd giant spirit 

sword in the outer gate, is a quick shot??? 

 

What kind of servant disciple is this? 

 

Is it a reincarnation? 

 



Now they have only one idea in their mind, that is, even if they offend the inner disciples, they must not 

provoke Ye Chen! 

 

Even, don't say ye Chen, now they have a kind of fear to the servant disciples! 

 

It's like a Ye Chen coming out of the factotum. At any time, there may be another evil spirit that goes 

against the heaven and makes people's soul explode 

 

And Zhou Yuanxin looks at Ye Chen, it is like a dream. He can't tell the reality from the unreal! 

 

Ye Chen vomited out a mouthful of blood, picked up the huge sword left by Yuan Dao, as well as his 

storage bag, and went to the counter again. The bones on his body, which were deep enough to reach, 

looked extremely serious, even made people wonder how ye Chen could still be alive, and his wound 

began to heal quickly.He once again handed yuan Dao's token to a middle-aged woman who had been 

completely sluggish and said, "please handle it again for me." 

 

Yuan Dao is the most powerful opponent he has ever met so far. If he was himself before he closed 

down, it would be very difficult to defeat him. Even if he could, he would have to pay an extremely 

heavy price 

 

Fortunately, after the trial, he didn't do nothing! 

 

Don't forget, he absorbed part of the original power of lingjiuxiao forbidden spirit Dharma body in the 

selection competition! 

 

Although he could not release the forbidden spirit realm like lingjiuxiao, he also mastered the method of 

using part of the forbidden spirit Dharma power through his practice during this period of time! 

 

The body of forbidden spirit method can not only be used to suppress spiritual power and artistic 

conception! 

 

In the selection competition, lingjiuxiao also used the forbidden spirit method to compress and 

condense its meteoric sword! 



 

Ye Chen's power is to use the original power of the forbidden spirit Dharma body to gather his sword 

spirit and strength! 

 

Although the forbidden spirit Dharma cannot block pure power, it can be condensed. 

 

However, with Ye Chen's current ability, he can only use Dharma power for a short moment. 

 

If he had not possessed the most terrifying spirit power, ordinary people, even like Ye Chen, could not 

transform the forbidden spirit power which can only last for a moment into combat power. 

 

In addition, the green lotus demon fire power in the green lotus extinguishes the sky sword. 

 

This sword, Taiji limit! 

 

However, after today, I'm afraid that those jokers of the God Jizong will not harass themselves any 

more, and they can also be regarded as temporary harvest of some peace. 

 

Suddenly, a shadow covered him, ye Chen slightly turned his head and saw a middle-aged man with 

deep sunken cheeks standing behind him. 

 

It's tutor Zhang! 

 

Ye Chen's pupil shrinks. Does this teacher want to attack himself when he sees his disciples killed by 

himself? It's a little hard to do! 

 

Tutor Zhang gazed at Ye Chen for a moment, and then said, "who brought you into the supreme sect of 

the gods? I have never had an impression on you. I should not have..." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes twinkled and said, "kill the fairy." 
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"Tu Lan Xin? Ye Chen 

 

Suddenly, tutor Zhang's sharp eyes like an eagle suddenly lit up! 

 

This ye Chen, is not that by the butcher fairy to make an exception in the family's door demon? 

 

Although he didn't understand what happened, according to Tu Xianzi's meaning, ye Chen should be 

directly cultivated as a disciple of zhenzhuan. How could he become a servant disciple? 

 

At this time, ye Chen's breath was turning. He knew that he was no match for tutor Zhang. If tutor Zhang 

really wanted to fight against him, although Ye Chen didn't like to rely on other people's power, he could 

only temporarily use atomization and inform Tu Lanxin with the power of spirit 

 

A wisp of cold light flashed through his eyes. 

 

If that's the case, even if Tu Lanxin doesn't do anything to tutor Zhang, he will guarantee that one day, 

he will kill tutor Zhang! To avenge today! 

 

But the next moment, teacher Zhang was facing Ye Chen and said, "Ye Chen, would you like to worship 

under my door?" 

 

Suddenly, tutor Zhang realized that he had made a mistake. He puffed his mouth and explained in a soft 

voice, "in name, but how can I call your elder martial brother..." 

 

"It's hard to explain, I'm..." 

 

Those outside disciples who fell on the ground heard the words, almost a mouthful of blood spurted out 

directly! 



 

Did they hear me right? 

 

Yuan Dao is master Zhang's most proud disciple! 

 

Now, Yuan Dao is killed by Ye Chen, and Lang shaotian is seriously injured by Ye Chen. But tutor Zhang 

wants to take ye Chen as his disciple? 

 

What's more, ye Chen is still a servant disciple! 

 

In the history of shenjizong, there has never been a tutor who took the servant's disciple as his 

apprentice! 

 

Then, it's an insult to the tutor! 

 

They thought that tutor Zhang was quite fond of Ye Chen before. However, if they want to accept 

apprentices, they have to wait for ye Chen to enter the outer door? 

 

But teacher Zhang made an exception for ye Chen! 

 

What the hell is that? 

 

Zhou Yuanxin, who was hurt badly in the aftermath of the battle, is full of excitement! 

 

Even if tutor Zhang has some favor for ye Chen, it won't be like this, right? 

 

Even ye Chen was surprised to see tutor Zhang. He didn't intend to trouble him. Instead, he wanted to 

take him as his apprentice at this time! 

 



What's more, this apprenticeship is a superficial ceremony. In fact, the superior tutor still calls himself a 

senior brother? 

 

What's wrong with the tutor's head? 

 

So cheap, let yourself own? 

 

At this time, Zhang looked at Ye Chen's eyes, even some hot! 

 

Disciples of the six sword gods! 

 

He finally got what he wanted to see! 

 

Ye Chen, that is enough to let the clan break the tradition and rules, and also to earn the demons under 

the door! 

 

He has lived for tens of thousands of years, and there are countless talents to see 

 

But I have never seen such a degree of adversity to Ye Chen! 

 

This is the eternal evil among the real immortals! 

 

Now, what he doesn't understand is why Ye Chen became a servant disciple? Isn't this a bloody thing? 

 

It's like picking up a piece of gold and using it to cushion the table! 

 

Ye Chen, you should become a disciple of zhenzhuan, and pour the strength of the whole sect to 

cultivate it! 

 

However, thanks to this, he found such a big treasure! 



 

He believed that with his help, ye Chen would really shine the whole shenjizong, even surpass the 

zhenzhuan disciples! 

 

At that time, by the light of Ye Chen, I was really on the rise! 

 

As for ye Chen's killing yuan Dao? 

 

Yuan Dao is just a disciple if he thinks highly of Yuan Dao. 

 

Everyone looks at Ye Chen with envy. Lang shaotian, who has just regained consciousness, is staring at 

Ye Chen with red eyes and a dull face. He even forgets about healing. 

 

Even, its breath is incomparably disordered, it seems that the injury is more serious 

 

You know, as long as ye Chen agrees, it's really flying! 

 

Can ye Chen, silent for a moment, but to teacher Zhang light way: "I do not want." 

 

"Ah..." Tutor Zhang was a little suspicious of hearing hallucinations. "What did you say just now?" 

 

Not only him, but all the people in Lingyuan pavilion are feeling this way! 

 

Ye Chen still light way: "I say, I do not want." 

 

…… 

 

The people in Lingyuan Pavilion feel that if ye Chen goes on like this, they will be insane and have heart 

problems. How many times have they gone up and down because of Ye Chen? 

 



After hearing Ye Chen's reply, Zhou Yuanxin's smile froze. Even his ruddy, round face began to turn pale, 

and his injury seemed to have aggravated 

 

Zhou Yuanxin, I'm going to cry! 

 

Ye Chen, what is this?That's a tutor and a disciple! 

 

To some extent, they can even get some benefits that the inner disciples can't get! 

 

Moreover, if you become a tutor, you will be able to become an inner disciple! 

 

On the other hand, shenjizong is second only to zhenzhuan's disciples! 

 

They have no contribution points. They can only get contribution points by doing chores or some simple 

tasks. As for fighting and seizing? Who can they rob? You can only rob miscellaneous workers! 

 

And how many contribution points can be robbed of? 

 

Don't say it's robbing others. Your contribution point is often robbed by other disciples! 

 

You can imagine how difficult it is for the servant disciples to survive in the sect! 

 

But the inner disciples are totally different creatures! 

 

Only the inner disciples can be regarded as the true shenjizong disciples. The contribution points 

allocated by Guangguang sect every month are those that the miscellaneous servants can't save all their 

life! To maximize the use of resources within the clan! 

 

Not to mention, there are many places open only to inner disciples! 

 



As a disciple of tutor Zhang, with Ye Chen's qualification, he will soon become an inner disciple, right? 

Even, with the support of tutor Zhang, there is still a chance to attack zhenzhuan disciples! 

 

Who is not a very proud genius who can join the shenjizong? Who would like to be a servitor in a low 

voice? 

 

With their qualifications, if they are willing to go to the second class sect, not to mention the zhenzhuan 

disciple, it is extremely easy to become an inner disciple! 

 

All the factotum disciples still insist on not leaving because they dream that one day, they can become 

inner disciples? 

 

But in this way, all of us are working hard for it, and ye Chen gave up the chance to endure! 

 

Don't mention Zhou Yuanxin. Those outside disciples who don't know ye Chen feel extremely sorry for 

it! 

 

This kid, even if the talent is unique, is a little too ungrateful? 

 

You're addicted to being a handyman? 

 

Ye Chen did not care so much, he said that he would rely on his own strength, let a crowd look down on 

his elders, look at him with a new look! 

 

Moreover, ye Chen is not interested in tutor Zhang. 

 

He even suspected that the teacher Zhang's sexual orientation was not normal, and the blazing eyes 

were not the eyes of his disciples. 

 

And now tutor Zhang is in a hurry! 

 



As soon as his head turned, he thought that ye Chen had already worshipped under the fengqingyang 

door. How could he worship under his own door. 

 

I'm in a hurry! 

 

Tutor Zhang said in a hurry: 

 

"elder martial brother ye, that It doesn't matter if you don't want to. From now on, you and I will be 

called elder martial brothers in the courtyard... " 

 

"I think elder martial brother has a strong sense of sword. Although I am a teacher, I still want to learn 

from you in the road of martial arts and the peak of martial arts." 


